
The Game 1601 

Chapter 1601 The Bull Demon King Occupies Linlin Scenic Area (2) 

Moreover, the last part should be the most shocking and exciting part of the story. 

Some smart people thought that this might have something to do with the new project in the Linlin 

Scenic Area. After all, many people knew that the Linlin Scenic Area had a science fiction garden. 

Wasn't this bull Demon King transformer full of sci-fi elements? 

The more they thought about it, the more excited the tourists became. They felt that they were smarter 

and had thought of all these things. They were even more curious and paid more attention to this 

matter. 

Wei zhentian, who was at the entrance of the scenic Area, seemed to have noticed Optimus Prime and 

realized that he was injured. He gloated and said, ""Isn't this my colleague, Optimus Prime? It seems 

that you were beaten up when you took leave. That's really a happy thing." 

In the face of Wei zhentian's mockery, Optimus Prime immediately said coldly, " Wei zhentian, don't be 

too smug. There are other life forms similar to us on this planet. I've met them, and they're very 

powerful. I'm not their match at all. I'm worried that they'll come for us. 

These words stunned Wei zhentian, and he subconsciously said, ""How can there be other life forms like 

us? This planet isn't cybertan." 

"But it's the truth." Optimus Prime said coldly. 

This time, Wei zhentian's expression turned grave. "It seems that we have an enemy." 

At this moment, the sound of a car screeching could be heard. A cool black car sped over, followed by 

even more mini-cars. 

They were the bull Demon King and the young bull Demon King. 

Their arrival caught the attention of all the tourists, and they were all excited. 

"It's true. The plot has reached the Linlin Scenic Area." 

"I knew that Linlin Scenic Area was the most exciting." 

"Haha, the bull Demon King is here to flatten the Linlin Scenic Area." 

".." 

While the tourists were talking, the bull Demon King transformed into a tall transformer. The young bull 

demon Kings also transformed, and then they started shouting again, " 

"Flatten Linlin Scenic Area!" 

"Flatten Linlin Scenic Area!" 

"Flatten Linlin Scenic Area!" 
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".." 

This scene caused all the tourists to burst into laughter. 

He was too amused. 

However, the bull Demon King had already brought the young bull demon Kings to the entrance of the 

scenic Area and saw Optimus Prime and Wei zhentian. 

It raised its giant axe and aimed it at Optimus Prime. "I told you, none of you will be able to escape." 

"The Warriors of cybertan will never admit defeat!" Optimus Prime shouted angrily. 

However, just as it was about to draw out its sword, it realized that its injuries were too severe, and it 

knelt down on the ground. 

Therefore, Wei zhentian was the only one who could fight. 

"Sigh, Optimus Prime, you're really a disgrace to our cybertan planet." Wei zhentian sneered at Optimus 

Prime. Then, he took out his axe and walked towards the bull Demon King."I'd like to see what this guy is 

capable of." 

As he said that, he actually took the initiative to attack the bull Demon King. 

In a short while, the giant axe was in front of the bull Demon King. 

However, the bull Demon King was obviously not afraid of his attack. He waved his giant axe to block it. 

Wei zhentian's axe was blocked, and he was clearly stunned. When he saw the bull Demon King's axe 

attack, he hurriedly swung his axe to block it. 

This axe had caused him to slide backward from the impact. 

Obviously, the bull Demon King's power far exceeded his. 

"It's just so." Hmph! the bull Demon King snorted coldly and attacked Wei zhentian madly. His speed 

was very fast and his strength was very strong. Wei zhentian and Optimus Prime were both suppressed. 

Wei zhentian was clearly unconvinced and tried to fight back again, but he seemed to be controlled by 

the operator behind him. 

At this moment, Optimus Prime's reminder rang out. Wei zhentian, be careful. The other party has a 

sudden explosive power that can make one unable to resist it. 

Unfortunately, its warning came too late. Bull Demon King's operator had already activated the 

intelligent martial arts system. 

At that moment, it was as if the bull Demon King had intelligence of his own. He executed a series of 

moves, and the giant axe in his hand turned into axe shadows that slashed at Wei zhentian. The 

interweaving axe shadows made Wei zhentian unable to react at all. His speed became faster, and his 

power became stronger. 



Very quickly, the giant axe in Wei zhentian's hand was sent flying. Then, he was struck by the bull 

Demon King's giant axe again and again. 

Sparks splattered, and Wei zhentian was sent flying by the impact. He crashed to the ground and rolled 

twice. It could only be said that the operator was amazing to be able to do such a move. 

After the bull Demon King defeated Wei zhentian, the young bull demon Kings took on the role of the 

little demons and shouted. 

"The heavenly great Sage's power is boundless, and he is invincible in the world!" 

"The heavenly great Sage's power is boundless, and he is invincible in the world!" 

".." 

This slogan stunned everyone again, because it was too familiar. 

"Little ones, come with me. Let's raze this Linlin Scenic Area to the ground and make sure these guys 

have no place to stay." The bull Demon King raised his giant axe again and shouted. Then, he led the 

young bull demons into the Linlin Scenic Area. 

However, just as the demonic bull King entered the Linlin Scenic Area, his body suddenly stopped. The 

young demonic bull Kings were the same, as if they were attracted. 

"My King, this place is so beautiful." 

"Yes, my King, this place is so beautiful!" 

".." 

The bull Demon King also said, " this place is indeed very beautiful. It seems to be a pity to flatten it. 

Little ones, follow me. We will go inside and occupy this place. Then, we will find a place to build a cave. 

With that, the bull Demon King led the young bull demons inside. 

Many tourists followed him, but soon they found that the bull Demon King was not going to the original 

project area of Linlin Scenic Area, but to a construction site under development. 

It was the Linlin science-fiction Park, which was still under development and had not yet opened to the 

public. 

The bull Demon King entered a place. At that moment, the bull Demon King's giant axe pointed in one 

direction and then he waved it fiercely, shouting, ""Blow it up." 

At the same time, there was a violent explosion. 

The dust flew up and attracted everyone's attention. 

Following that, a huge stone tablet appeared in that place. There were only three words on it:Cloud 

contact cave of jilei mountain! 

This scene made everyone gasp in shock. The scene just now was as if the bull Demon King had cast a 

spell. It was too wondrous. 



And the cloud contact cave of jilei mountain was the cave dwelling of the bull Demon King. 

Not far away, Lin Lanzi and professor Lin were also watching this scene. 

"Professor Lin, your skills are really amazing," she couldn't help but say. 

it's just a little trick, " professor Lin said with a smile. it's good that it can help you. 

Obviously, the scene of the stone tablet appearing in the explosion was the work of professor Lin. 

Naturally, such a scene was not difficult for a scientist of his level. 

However, this shocked all the tourists. 

It was unknown how many people had taken pictures of that scene, but it was bound to shock people 

once it was uploaded online. 

At the same time, the bull Demon King's voice rang out again, causing a commotion, ""Little ones!" 

"King, we're here!" 

"Your Majesty, please give your orders!" 

"Your Majesty, please give your orders!" 

".." 

Almost at the same time, the bull Demon King's voice sounded again, ""Go and inform my seventh 

brother, the great sage, heaven's equal. Tell him that this place is not bad and invite him to build a cave 

dwelling here." 

These words revealed too much information. 

The great sage equalling heaven's transformer was one of the first three Transformers designed in the 

National science fiction movie. 

Now, bull Demon King wanted to build a cave abode in Linlin Scenic Area. In the future, this might be 

one of the attractions of the science fiction Park. However, no one knew how to build the Linlin Scenic 

Area. One thing was clear, the great sage, heaven's equal, Transformers should be out soon. Otherwise, 

the Linlin Scenic Area would not be promoted like this. 

Not far away, professor Lin also smiled and said, " chief Lin, I'll go back now. I'll try to rush him. The great 

sage, heaven's equal, will be able to come out in the next few days. 

"En!" Lin Lanzi nodded. 

As expected, the video of the bull Demon King conquering the Linlin Scenic Area was quickly uploaded to 

the internet, and it immediately caused a sensation. 

It could be said that everyone was shocked by the methods of Linlin Scenic Area. 

If you want to promote the scenic Area, just do it. Why the f * ck did you cause such a commotion? 

those online TV series and movies are going to feel ashamed. 

Naturally, the great sage, heaven's equal's Transformers also became the topic of everyone's attention. 



All of a sudden, the great sage, heaven's equal and the Transformers seemed to have become the focus 

of the internet. 

Just a few days later, the people and tourists in you city seemed to find many golden mini-cars on the 

streets. They seemed familiar ... 

Chapter 1602 This Is A Sci-Fi Blockbuster! System Upgrade!_1 

There were so many great sage equalling heaven's cars on you city's streets. Even if it was a mini 

version, it still attracted a lot of attention. 

After all, the bull Demon King had already made a precedent. 

The three National-styled Transformers would definitely appear one after another. However, the great 

sage, heaven's equal appeared very quickly. 

This also reminded everyone of the last words the bull Demon King had said after entering the Linlin 

Scenic Area. He had invited his good brother, the great sage, heaven's equal, to come to the Linlin Scenic 

Area to build a cave abode together. 

Finally, one day, at you city's triangular square, many people saw the mini Sun Wukong's car appear. 

More and more people gathered. 

Those who saw this scene knew that the real plot experience had appeared again. 

This seemed to have become a special feature of the bull Demon King. 

The people around them were also excited. After all, there were not many opportunities to experience 

such a plot. It was purely based on luck. 

Now, it was their turn to meet. 

As expected, after those golden mini-cars appeared, a real golden car appeared. 

A golden car was actually very tacky, but against this car model, gold seemed classic. It had a strong 

national style and was very beautiful. 

This normal golden car was Sun Wukong's model from the National style sci-fi. 

As it transformed, the Golden car quickly turned into the great sage, heaven's equal Transformers. It was 

the same model that was created in the National science fiction movie. 

This great sage, heaven's equal, was even more domineering than the bull Demon King. He also had a 

hint of coquettishness, which was very fascinating. 

Those mini-vehicles also turned into mini-sized great sage equal to heaven. They all knelt down and 

bowed to the great sage equal to heaven. 

"Greetings to the great sage, heaven's equal!" 

"Greetings to the great sage, heaven's equal!" 

".." 
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my good brother invited me to build a cave abode at the Linlin Scenic Area. Children, come with me to 

take a look. The great sage, heaven's equal said as he turned into a car again and drove in the direction 

of Linlin Scenic Area. 

The young great sages, heaven's equal, also followed immediately and headed to Linlin Scenic Area in a 

grandiose manner. 

This scene was captured by the tourists and uploaded to the internet immediately. 

In a short time, many tourists in Linlin Scenic Area knew about it and rushed to the entrance. 

They didn't get to experience the real plot before, so they couldn't miss it this time. 

Moreover, the tourists had also discovered that Optimus Prime and Megatron were also acting strangely 

at the entrance of the scenic Area. This was because the two Transformers were wrapped in bandages. 

Why was a mechanical body wrapped in bandages? 

This was obviously for the sake of a comedic effect, showing that they had just been taught a lesson by 

the bull Demon King. 

Soon, they saw the great sage, heaven's equal, bringing a group of mini-cars to the entrance of the Linlin 

Scenic Area. Then, just like the bull Demon King, they all changed their shapes. 

Optimus Prime and Wei zhentian saw the great sage equalling heaven's transformer. 

"Another one!" Optimus Prime. 

"This one doesn't seem that strong." Wei zhentian immediately said. 

The great sage, heaven's equal looked at Optimus Prime and Wei zhentian. "You're the foreign lifeforms 

that big brother was talking about? You're in for a bad time now that you've encountered Old Sun." 

It was clear that Sun Wukong was also about to fight Optimus Prime and Wei zhentian. 

Optimus Prime and Wei zhentian had clearly learned their lesson from the last time. When they saw Sun 

Wukong, they immediately looked at each other. 

"Let's attack together!" 

"Yes, beat him to the ground!" 

Optimus Prime and Wei zhentian came to a consensus and attacked Sun Wukong from both sides. 

But this time, the great sage equal to heaven and the bull Demon King were different. 

The great sages all took out their golden cudgels and attacked Optimus Prime. 

The great sage equalling heaven's transformer, on the other hand, attacked Wei zhentian. 

All of a sudden, the two sides were fighting. 

In the blink of an eye, the great sage, heaven's equal's metal cudgel collided with Wei zhentian a few 

times, creating intense sparks. 



The fight was very tough and exciting. 

Optimus Prime's side was even more interesting. The lesser great sages surrounded him and attacked 

him with their staffs. Optimus Prime could only waste his energy to block. 

When his giant axe smashed down, the lesser great sages, heaven's equal, would easily Dodge it. 

For a moment, he couldn't hit the little great sages equal to heaven. Instead, he was annoyed by the 

little monkeys. 

Of course, this was all because of the good acting of the person behind the scenes. Otherwise, with the 

different materials, Optimus Prime could have crushed those lesser great sages equal to heaven with a 

casual strike. 

After all, the great sage equalling heaven had only used substitute materials. 

However, this kind of show made all the tourists watch with great interest, because their fighting really 

required skills. 

In any case, the tourists were happy to watch it, and the video was attractive, which was enough. 

Wei zhentian and the great sage, heaven's equal fought for a while. Suddenly, something was wrong 

because the great sage, heaven's equal's power and speed suddenly became faster. 

Then, a similar scene appeared. The great sage, heaven's equal's pole dance suddenly became very 

beautiful and wonderful. It was a martial art move. 

Those moves turned into a series of combo attacks that were difficult for the bull Demon King to block. 

The attacks landed on Wei zhentian's body one after another. 

Wei zhentian was struck heavily, and he could not withstand the attack at all. Just like before, he was 

sent flying. 

Optimus Prime's side was even more fun. Suddenly, he was swept by a little monkey on his thigh. He lost 

his balance and fell to the ground. 

The little monkeys took the opportunity to step forward and grab Optimus Prime's limbs, lifting him up. 

This scene immediately amused everyone, because the scene was a little familiar. 

Wasn't this the scene in the TV series Journey to the West, where Zhu Bajie went to the flower-fruit 

mountain and was tidied up by the monkeys before being carried to the water curtain cave? 

Chapter 1603 This Is A Sci-Fi Blockbuster! System Upgrade!_2 

These little monkeys did not forget to ask for credit from the great sage, heaven's equal. 

"Great Lord, we've also taken care of one!" 

"My King, we've taken care of this guy!" 

".." 
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"Let's go and meet my big brother!" The great sage, heaven's equal, waved his stick and entered the 

Linlin Scenic Area. 

The little monkeys also carried Optimus Prime and walked in, shouting, " 

"Let's go, let's roast this pig and eat it!" 

"Roast it and eat it!" 

"Roast it!" 

Optimus Prime's helpless voice rang out at the same time. you're the pigs! You're all pigs! 

This scene caused the tourists to burst into laughter again. 

They were starting to like this kind of plot experience, but it was a pity that they could only rely on luck 

to encounter such a plot experience. 

Soon, the great sage, heaven's equal's appearance was also posted on the internet, causing another 

wave of excitement. 

Moreover, a video immediately took over the internet. when you link the videos of Linlin Scenic Area 

together, will it be a science fiction blockbuster? " 

He clicked on it and saw that it was a video about the bull Demon King posted by the visitors. 

At the beginning, there was a video of the appearance of a bull Demon King. This video was the earliest 

video in ancient science fiction. 

This video represented the appearance of the bull Demon King. 

The second video was of the bull Demon King appearing in you city and meeting Optimus Prime. Then, 

he challenged him to a battle, and Optimus Prime escaped back to Linlin Manor. Then, the bull Demon 

King chased after him to Linlin Scenic Area, and finally, he invited his brother, the great sage, heaven's 

equal, to teach Optimus Prime and Wei zhentian a lesson. 

When the videos were edited together and watched continuously, it really felt like a blockbuster. 

The key was that after Optimus Prime and Wei zhentian were taught a lesson by the bull Demon King, 

they were also taught a lesson by the great sage equalling heaven. 

This showed that the original Transformers were not as good as the National style Transformers. 

The video quickly spread to the international scene and caused another wave of protests. The 

Transformers fans were dissatisfied, but unfortunately, their protests were ineffective. 

On the contrary, during this period of time, the National style sci-fi had produced two special effects 

videos of the National style Transformers. 

These videos weren't just made. They had planned to make the theme of Journey to the West before, 

and now they had just finished. 



Moreover, the two National-style Transformers were no longer car models. One was a huge Gorilla and 

the other was a pig. 

Although the pig and Gorilla were not as fast as the car, they could still run. 

The orangutan was a great sage of ventilation, and also a monkey. 

The pig was Zhu Bajie. 

As they ran, they transformed into the Transformers of Zhu Bajie and the ventilation Saint. 

Although these two Transformers weren't as domineering as Sun Wukong and bull Demon King, they 

had a lot more characteristics and were very good. 

Lu Feng also received two videos at the first moment. 

Looking at the two videos, he locked the office door and entered the game with the two videos. 

The first thing he did was to head to the damp forest where Elba the Goblin often appeared. 

This time, his luck was surprisingly good. When he arrived at the damp forest, he happened to see Elba 

playing with a girl. And it wasn't a Goblin girl, but two other Goblin girls he had never seen before. 

He recalled that Elba had nine mothers-no, perhaps more than nine. After all, he had only mentioned 

nine mothers. 

So, when he saw the three Goblin girls beside Elba, he seemed to understand something. 

Qin Lin's appearance attracted the attention of these gnomes. Elba immediately trotted forward. my 

friend, we meet again. How's da Bai from last time? " 

"It's very good," Qin Lin nodded with a smile and then said, " so, to thank you, I've brought you two 

more videos ... 

As he spoke, he handed the video of the ventilation Saint and Zhu Bajie's national style Transformers to 

Elba. 

His words were nice, and he had given them to Elba as a reward. 

Elba took the video and clicked to check it out. He was quickly attracted to it. The animal-based 

Transformers and the car-based Transformers gave him a very different feeling. 

Elba said, " it's really not bad. I'll ask my father to make it right away. This Gorilla is very domineering. 

Friend, to thank you, I'll steal the design and share it with you. 

"Of course. As a friend, I'll send you any new and fun videos I find," Qin Lin laughed. 

This Elba really was a good friend. He was getting more and more gullible. 

"Really? Friend, thank you so much." Elba thanked him again. 

Qin Lin returned to the farm after he got what he wanted. Then, he logged out of the game with a 

thought. 



The moment he logged out of the game, he heard a notification in his mind. 

[ game character upgrade, system upgrade in progress ... ] Temporarily unable to enter the game ... ] 

This sudden prompt made Qin Lin stunned. 

What was going on? 

The moment he came out, he leveled up. 

If he played the game for a while, what would happen when he leveled up? 

While Qin Lin was still in shock, he suddenly received a video call from Minister Lu. 

Minister Lu had returned to Beijing after the successful experiment by academician Hao and the others. 

He had to cooperate with academician Hao and the others at the Chinese Academy of Sciences for the 

next experiment. 

He just didn't know why Minister Lu was video calling him at this time. 

Qin Lin pressed the video call button. Soon, Minister Lu appeared. He found several old men behind him. 

Minister Lu didn't introduce the old man, but his reserved look proved that these old men were of 

different status. It was the first time he had seen Minister Lu like this. 

"Boss Qin, I hope I'm not disturbing you?" Minister Lu asked. 

Qin Lin shook his head. you must be joking, Minister Lu. I'm just an idle person. How could I be affected? 

" 

that's good, " Minister Lu said with a smile. I'm here to talk to you about the plants you've cultivated in 

the desert before, especially the Dogtooth grass. 

As he spoke, Minister Lu pointed the video to a big screen. 

Qin Lin immediately saw a large patch of green plants on the big screen. Wasn't that the green Fang 

grass? 

The area around the green foxtail was actually covered in yellow sand. It was a desert. 

Qin Lin was stunned. 

Looking at the time, it seemed that no matter how fast the dog's tooth grass grew, it couldn't have 

grown into such a large area. 

As if to answer Qin Lin's doubts, Minister Lu smiled and said, " boss Qin, the Chinese hospital used a 

special catalytic technique on these dog's tooth grass. Although this will greatly reduce the lifespan of 

these grass, it can grow at the fastest speed. Moreover, it is very effective in the desert. 

the relevant departments have confirmed that there is hope for us to control the desert. Soon, we will 

be able to herd livestock in the desert and build houses. By then, the living environment of our people 

will definitely be greatly improved. 

Qin Lin was even more surprised when he heard this. 



Obviously, the Hua hospital was sometimes very powerful, at least in some aspects, more powerful than 

he had imagined. 

Even if this catalyst could reduce the lifespan of the dog's tooth grass, it would still have a huge effect on 

the growth rate of the grass. 

At the same time, in the Tamara desert, a group of people were also looking at the patch of Dogtooth 

grass in disbelief. 

These people were the people in charge of environmental desert management in China. 

They knew very well how difficult it was to govern this desert. They had tried many methods, but none 

of them had any effect. 

However, after transplanting these dog's tooth grass a few days ago, they were still very nervous. They 

were not sure if this would really work. 

Now, it seemed that academician Qin was really worthy of his reputation. 

if academician Qin was a little older, maybe we would have already controlled the desert. 

"Yeah, it's really amazing that academician Qin little could cultivate such a plant. He has made a huge 

contribution to the entire human race." 

when this desert completely becomes an oasis, academician Qin will definitely be recorded in history. 

".." 

At the same time, in the Chinese hospital in the capital, a few old men next to Minister Lu were also 

looking at the grass in the desert with mixed feelings. 

They had to admit that the young man was really amazing. 

The country was really lucky to have such a young man. 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin chatted with Minister Lu in the office for a while and then hung up the phone. 

The next day. 

Qin Lin had woken up early in the morning. After being intimate with Zhao Moxi for a while, he heard a 

notification in his mind: 

system upgrade successful. The game is reopened! 

The upgrade this time was clearly longer. 

After hearing the notification, Qin Lin immediately looked at the game in his mind, and his face 

immediately revealed a stunned expression. 

Chapter 1604 740-The Game World Is All Real 

Qin Lin looked at the game screen in his mind and was really surprised. 
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This upgrade seemed to be different from the previous ones. In the previous upgrades, the game screen 

was still like an animation. When he opened the map, everything in the mine town was also like a 

cartoon. 

Now that the upgrade was completed, he found that the game screen had become a real screen, exactly 

the same as when he had entered the game. 

The seven working dwarves were so real, each of them harvesting and planting in the vast land, and 

then laboriously moving them to the storage room. 

However, due to the game's characteristics, they did not seem to tire, and the speed of their harvest 

was very fast. 

More importantly, the game's control functions did not disappear. He could still control the game 

character to go anywhere. Moreover, when he went to ore town, the asphalt road, the wide sidewalk, 

and the buildings and shops on both sides, everything was so real. 

Moreover, this ore town was very beautiful and the scenery was pleasant. 

Even though you city had been through a series of changes in climate and the planting of purification 

grass, it was still far from the beauty of ore town. 

Looking at his game character in ore town, Lu Feng immediately went to his work room, locked the door, 

and tried to enter the game with a thought. 

Before this, he had no way of entering ore town. It was as if there was an air wall at the entrance of the 

ranch, and he could not move forward. 

This time, with a thought, he instantly disappeared from the work area. When he reappeared, he was 

already in ore town. 

The beautiful scenery around them and the clear air were so real and pleasant. 

Walking on the street, Qin Lin could hear the conversations of the pedestrians and the hawkers. 

The entire mine town was no longer limited to one or two NPCs. 

I heard the mayor is planning to hold a new horse race. I wonder if it's true! 

it must be fake. This has been said a long time ago. The town has already refuted the rumor. 

beef meatballs! Fresh beef meatballs! 

"Delicious meat patties, meat patties!" 

".." 

Qin Lin couldn't react to this realistic scene for a while. 

The entire game world seemed to have become a real world after this upgrade. It was no longer just a 

few places that would become real after entering. 



Qin Lin tried to walk to the street and stopped a taxi. The taxi stopped immediately and the driver 

asked,"Sir, where are you going?" 

Qin Lin didn't know where to go, so he said, " master, take me to a place where I can sit. It just seems 

boring. 

The driver immediately said,"then, should we go to the milk tea shop?" Many young people go to the 

coffee shop every day, and there are often beautiful women there. You can go and see them." 

"Yes, I can!" Qin Lin nodded and smiled. 

The taxi driver also started the car and drove forward. 

Qin Lin looked at everything in ore town along the way. Along the way, he saw a lot of advertisements 

about ore town. He even saw news about his own farm. 

When he saw the banner, he was stunned. 

Not long after, he saw a luxury car drive past, and there was a familiar figure in the car. Wasn't that da 

Bai? 

"Was that da Bai?" he asked the driver in surprise. 

The driver immediately replied, " yes, this big white is amazing. I don't know who made it, but it's sold 

by a technology company. There are only a few of them at the moment, and only some rich people can 

buy them. 

Qin Lin was stunned. This should be a Goblin-owned company, right? 

After all, he knew very well what was going on with Great White. It was Elba's father who had made it. 

It seemed that the goblins had gone deep into the mine town and even opened a company. It made 

sense. Goblins also needed to live, money, and material things. In this world dominated by humans, they 

naturally had to integrate into human society. 

However, the gnomes had clearly hidden themselves very well and hadn't been discovered by most of 

the residents. Otherwise, everyone would have known that white had been created by the gnomes 

'number one craftsman. 

The car drove on and soon stopped at a lively square. 

The driver pointed to a big shop in the square and said, " that's coffee every day. Do you see that? there 

are two beautiful women going in to drink milk tea. 

Qin Lin looked over and saw two beautiful women with good figures entering the milk tea shop called 

daily coffee. 

"Sir, please make the payment first. 3 gold coins!" The driver said to Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin touched his body awkwardly, wondering where he could find the money to pay the bill. 

However, he found a card on his body, which turned out to be a bank card. 

In the game, gold coins were displayed directly. Was it a bank card? 



"Sir, I can pay by card?" he immediately asked awkwardly. 

"Sure." The driver immediately showed his loyalty and approached his bank card. A line of words 

appeared on it:"Do you want to transfer 3 gold coins?" 

Qin Lin couldn't help but be surprised. He immediately pressed "confirm," and the next moment, he 

received a prompt. 

"Transfer of 3 gold coins successful." 

"Have a good time, Sir," the driver said with a smile. 

Qin Lin nodded, got out of the car, and walked towards the daily coffee. He didn't have to go there, but 

this was the driver's destination after half a day. It didn't matter where he went, so he just went in to 

have a look. 

Really, he definitely didn't do it just to look at the two beauties. 

Qin Lin entered the daily coffee and glanced around. He saw the two beautiful women just now. They 

were indeed very beautiful and had good figures. 

Chapter 1605 740-The Game World Is Completely Real 

It was just that compared to Zhao moyin who had eaten so much good food, it was much worse, so the 

temptation was not great for him. He simply admired it for a moment and then looked away. 

Qin Lin walked towards the bar counter, and the waiter inside asked,"Sir, what do you need?" 

Just as Qin Lin was about to order something, he saw a special sales catalog on the counter. It was the 

formula for milk tea. 

"Can the milk tea recipe be sold?" Qin Lin asked in surprise. 

The waiter smiled and said, " Sir, we've already made a better formula, so we don't mind selling this 

obsolete formula. Everyone can drink with each other at home. This is also a good way to maintain 

customers. If the customers think that the previous milk tea is good, they will naturally think that our 

upgraded milk tea is better. They will naturally come. 

"It can be done like this?" Qin Lin didn't know how to react for a while. 

He wasn't sure if it would work, but he felt that it wasn't reliable. However, he thought that this was a 

game world, and he couldn't break away from the attributes of the game. Maybe it would work? 

However, Qin Lin's interest was piqued and he immediately said to the waiter, " I'm planning to buy all 

these formulas. May I know the price? " 

"Sir, if you want to buy all of these formulas, you'll need 200000 gold coins," the waiter immediately 

said. 

Qin Lin immediately took out his bank card and pointed it at the same machine as the driver's. A page 

immediately appeared on it. It was very magical. 

In a moment, the gold balance appeared on the device:400753347 
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Obviously, he was also a rich man in this game world. The game was always running, and the ranches 

always had things for sale, so he did not lack gold coins. 

Qin Lin immediately sent 200000 gold coins over. 

After receiving the payment, the waiter immediately pressed the print button on the printer with a 

smile. Then, the formulas were printed out one by one and handed to Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin immediately took the formulas. The next moment, he saw the information that appeared on the 

formulas: 

[ this is the signature roast divine herb of the daily coffee. According to a special formula, it can be made 

into a very delicious roast incense super:Taste +1, deliciousness +1! Do you wish to use it? ] 

 [ this is the signature grapefruit of the daily coffee. ] Can be made according to a special formula to 

make very delicious grapefruit:Taste +1, deliciousness +1! Do you wish to use it? ] 

【..】 

There were more than 20 formulas, which included almost all the types of milk tea shops. 

Lu Feng was a little surprised when he saw the formulas. 

It was quite magical that each of these formulas had a special attribute. 

If he could buy this recipe in a milk tea shop, then his exploration of the game world would become 

more interesting. 

I can go online in this game world now, right? I should be able to view the technology, right? 

For example, things like the fetus-beneficial gene could only be auctioned off on television previously. 

Was there a way to buy it now? 

If these things could be developed, in just one generation, when the new generation of their country 

grew up, the people of other countries could only be slaves. They would definitely be firmly suppressed. 

Qin Lin wanted to see if these formulas were usable before he considered these problems. 

He, MA Shan, chose to use these formulas. 

In the next moment, all of these ingredients turned into a stream of information that flowed into his 

mind. Then, they became memories and were deeply imprinted in his mind. 

Just like the previous skills, this information had all become part of his memory. 

Qin Lin immediately found a place to release the game and returned to his office. 

If these recipes were made, he could probably make a milk tea Company directly. It wouldn't be inferior 

to snow rice ice city at all. No, it would far surpass snow rice ice city. After all, these recipes all had game 

attributes. 

Qin Lin left the inner area and called Chen dabei. 

Chen dabei was the first to arrive and asked, ""Chairman Qin, do you have any orders?" 



Qin Lin immediately took out a piece of paper and wrote down all kinds of materials on it. There were 

more than a hundred kinds of materials, all of which were needed to make the 20 kinds of milk tea 

drinks. 

Chen dabei was shocked. Chairman Qin, that's a lot of stuff. What are you buying? " 

Qin Lin nodded. The number was indeed a little high. When he saw Gao yaoyao walking over, he waved 

at her and said, ""Yaoyao, come here for a second." 

boss! Gao yaoyao came over immediately. what's up? " 

yaoyao, " Qin Lin ordered, " go and buy some things with Chen dabei. I'll teach you how to make some 

delicious food later. 

Gao yaoyao's interest was piqued when she heard this. "Alright." 

As Qin Lin watched Gao yaoyao and Chen dabei leave, he suddenly thought of something. Gao yaoyao 

had been learning all sorts of management knowledge from Lin Lanzi. 

She had a goal and she wanted to learn. 

Milk tea shops were usually opened by girls, and most of the employees were girls. 

If milk tea wanted to start a company, he didn't mind giving Gao yaoyao a chance. After all, this girl was 

so hardworking and was the first to start a company. 

He just didn't know if this girl could handle the pressure. 

However, it didn't matter. This thing was bought in the game. Even if it didn't succeed, it didn't matter. 

There was no loss. 

If he succeeded, it would give Gao yaoyao a chance and be a good story. After all, she didn't have a high 

degree and had started as a waitress. If she could lead a good company, it would be amazing. 

Qin Lin was also waiting in the manor's Hall. 

The next day, Chen dabei and Gao yaoyao finally bought everything Qin Lin needed and brought them to 

the manor. 

Before this, Chen dabei had been wondering what his boss wanted him to do with these things. 

Now, he knew that these were probably for making milk tea. After all, he had seen the tools and 

materials used in milk tea shops. 

Naturally, Gao yaoyao knew that she had made some drinks for herself. 

Qin Lin had already walked to the front of a machine. It was a device to cover grapefruit with ice and 

break ice. 

He took out the machine and planned to make a cup of grapefruit first. 

However, before that, he still had to prepare some materials. 



These things were all materials for making grapefruit, and these materials were made from different 

materials. 

That was why the grapefruit had game attributes. Otherwise, wouldn't the grapefruit in the milk tea 

shops on the street have game attributes too? 

Qin Lin's actions naturally piqued Gao yaoyao's curiosity. 

Because she had learned how to make some drinks before, it didn't seem to be that troublesome at all. 

The boss's food seemed to be extraordinary. 

However, she also thought of Qin Lin's special status as the master chef. When it came to cooking, no 

one should be better than him. 

It didn't take long for Qin Lin to finish preparing the ingredients and then began to prepare the 

grapefruit as usual. 

Gao yaoyao could understand all of this. After all, she was the one who made the milk tea with these 

formulas. 

Then, Qin Lin brought some ice from the kitchen, crushed it, and added it to the grapefruit. Just like that, 

a cup of grapefruit was made. 

Qin Lin picked up the cup of grapefruit and tried to drink a mouthful. Although it only added 1 points to 

the taste and deliciousness, it was really comfortable to drink. This was probably the charm of ice drinks. 

At least it was definitely better than the honey snow ice city's. 

He used to like milk tea when he was studying, but he had never had such delicious grapefruit before. 

Qin Lin then looked at Gao yaoyao and said, ""Sister yaoyao, try making a cup of grapefruit." 

When Gao yaoyao saw her boss making a cup of grapefruit, she was eager to try it. She immediately 

nodded and went up to Qin Lin's side to take the ingredients. It didn't take long for her to make a cup of 

grapefruit. 

Gao yaoyao immediately picked up the cup of grapefruit she had concocted and drank it. Then, her face 

was filled with disbelief."Ah, boss, isn't this grapefruit too good? Did I really make this?" 

Her reaction attracted Chen dabei's attention. He immediately asked curiously, ""That, can you give me 

a cup?" 

Chapter 1606 Gao Yaoyao Is Dumbfounded _1 

When Gao yaoyao heard Chen dabei's words, she immediately nodded and went to the machine to 

prepare the potions. After a while, she made another cup of grapefruit and handed it to Chen dabei. 

"Manager Chen, try it!" 

Chen dabei took the grapefruit, tasted it, and was surprised. "Yaoyao, your grapefruit is not bad. It's 

delicious, much better than the milk tea shops outside." 

it's all because of the ingredients that the boss made, " Gao yaoyao said immediately. I've mixed it with 

grapefruit before, but it doesn't taste like this at all. 
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Chairman Qin, " Chen dabei asked, " you've come up with food again? " 

Qin Lin only nodded and did not answer. He took the cup of grapefruit prepared by Gao yaoyao and 

looked at the remark of the grapefruit through the Jade of truth: 

[ this is a cup of grapefruit concocted with a special secret recipe. It has a special taste and 

texture:Deliciousness +1, texture +1 ] 

This was a simple success. 

More importantly, little sister yaoyao was able to pick it up quickly. 

Qin Lin then looked at the materials and took out two sweet potatoes. 

He was going to make sweet potatoes next. 

This was also one of the formulas he had bought. 

The milk tea shop formulas he had bought from the game included how to make snacks in addition to 

the drinks. 

"Yaoyao, bring out the oven." Qin Lin also ordered Gao yaoyao. 

Since he had decided to give this girl a chance, he planned to let her participate more. 

Gao yaoyao nodded immediately and got to work. After that, Qin Lin personally taught her how to make 

the powder for the sweet potato. 

Gao yaoyao didn't think too much about it, but she was very serious about learning. 

Qin Lin and his men fiddled with these things, which naturally attracted the attention of other people in 

the manor. 

Academician zou, academician Zhu, and academician PEI had been very busy after the successful rocket 

research. They had been busy with the comparison experiments with the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Today was a rare day off. As soon as she came out, she saw Qin Lin busy in the hall. 

Seeing the ingredients on the ground, they knew that boss Qin was studying food again. 

Sometimes, they felt awkward. Boss Qin really liked to waste his talent. He could obviously crush 

everyone in scientific research, but he was lazy and distracted by other things. 

However, he was just so lazy. His achievements in scientific research were unparalleled. His research 

shocked people one by one. 

They didn't have the courage to say that Mr. Qin was lazy. They could only think to themselves that if 

Mr. Qin's talent was given to the hard-working researchers who were like little bees, their country 

would have many more world-leading technologies. 

Obviously, these three old academicians didn't know that everything was based on the system. What 

research, what technology. Qin Lin was also relying on luck and couldn't make his own decisions. 



Academician Hao took out his phone and saw Qin Lin holding a piece of sweet potato and carefully 

cutting it with a knife. He couldn't help but take a video and send it to Minister Lu. 

He didn't have any motive, he just wanted to provoke Minister Lu. 

Minister Lu felt the most heartache when he saw this scene. 

Beijing. 

Minister Lu went back to his office with a notebook. He had just come back from a meeting with the 

leader, and he had recorded a few important speeches from the leader in his notebook. 

There was a major breakthrough in the next stage of the rocket research, and the leader was very 

satisfied. He also approved of his work, which made him feel relieved. 

He had actually only taken over Hua hospital for ten years. 

Although a decade was a long time, it was nothing for scientific research. Many of the research projects 

in the Chinese Academy of Medicine had started decades ago and were still going on. 

For example, rocket research. 

In the past ten years, especially in the past three years, the Chinese People's Hospital had made great 

achievements. No matter what the reason was, he had contributed to it. Therefore, the leader was very 

satisfied. 

He also knew that a lot of the credit went to boss Qin. Thinking of boss Qin, he felt sorry that he didn't 

find such a talent earlier. Otherwise, he would have been sent to the Chinese hospital earlier to talk 

about the spirit of scientific research and dedication, and the party's ... Then the other party would 

definitely do his research with great care. 

Minister Lu sat down and picked up his phone. He saw an unread message. He opened it and saw a 

video sent by academician Hao. 

Seeing this, he immediately opened the video. He thought academician Hao had something important to 

say, but after he opened the video, he realized that it was boss Qin. 

And what was boss Qin doing? 

He was actually holding a small knife and was cutting a sweet potato. 

He was making food again. The main thing was the pile of ingredients on the ground. He wasn't going to 

research the same kind of food, was he? 

How much time would he waste? 

Minister Lu could only secretly sigh. Academician Hao was deliberately hurting his heart. 

He really didn't respect his elders. 

In the end, Minister Lu had no choice but to put down his phone. 

. 



Linlin Manor's main hall. 

Qin Lin also took a small knife and cut the sweet potato several times to make the prepared powder 

taste better. 

After that, Qin Lin began to prepare the powder needed to make the sweet potato. 

These powders had to be melted in the liquid and then painted and baked. This way, the sweet potatoes 

would be cooked and the taste would be added. One of the materials in the powders could also make 

the starch of the sweet potatoes ferment better and make the meat taste better. 

Chapter 1607 Gao Yaoyao Is Dumbfounded (2) 

After Qin Lin was done, he let Gao yaoyao try to process a sweet potato. 

Gao yaoyao was really interested in these things and immediately started to process them. She had 

already learned how to do it well, and she quickly finished processing a sweet potato. 

The sweet potatoes needed to be baked in the oven, so Qin Lin immediately put the two sweet potatoes 

in the oven to bake. 

This process would take about 10 minutes, and the sweet potato would be ready. 

Qin Lin had calculated the time. It was almost time. He opened the oven and took out the sweet 

potatoes. At that moment, a strong fragrance floated out. 

Just the fragrance alone was very alluring. 

"Boss, this smell is very good." Gao yaoyao said immediately. 

Chen dabei immediately nodded. 

It wasn't that he had never eaten roasted sweet potatoes before, but it was the first time he had seen 

one so fragrant the moment it was taken out. It could really stimulate one's taste buds. 

Qin Lin also picked up one of the sweet potatoes and looked at the remark: 

[ this is a very good sweet potato. It's made with a special recipe for daily coffee and has a special 

taste:Fragrance +1, deliciousness +1, taste +1, aftertaste +1! ] 

Qin Lin was a little surprised when he saw the remarks. Although they were all +1, there were a lot of 

attributes, especially more than grapefruit, which had an extra fragrance +! Aftertaste +! . 

It was really surprising to see such attributes on the sweet potato. 

He picked up Gao yaoyao's sweet potato and checked it again. It had the same remark, almost exactly 

the same as his. 

In other words, Gao yaoyao had succeeded again. 

This also meant that as long as the special powder was produced, it wouldn't be difficult to produce the 

sweet potatoes produced by the game. 

Therefore, the most important thing was to keep the powder a secret. 
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Qin Lin was about to pick up the sweet potato to taste it when he heard Zhao moyin's surprised 

voice."Hubby, are you guys roasting sweet potatoes?" 

He saw Zhao moxiang and Lin Fen walking over, and Lin Fen was still carrying little Qin Feng. 

Behind him was little yang, the Chinese crocodile. 

Assistant yang followed suit and kept yawning. 

Obviously, it was going to follow its little master closely. After all, at home, there was that white 

monster fighting for favor. 

"Try it!" Qin Lin handed a piece of sweet potato to Zhao moyin. 

Since his wife was here, it was natural for his wife to eat first. 

Zhao Moyu took the sweet potato without hesitation. She often ate roasted sweet potatoes when she 

was young because he would often go back to his hometown with his father at that time. 

However, after he grew up, he rarely went back to his hometown. He hadn't eaten roasted sweet 

potatoes for a long time. 

Now that he saw these sweet potatoes, he really missed them. Although they were completely different 

from those roasted in the fire, they were still roasted sweet potatoes, weren't they? 

Zhao mochen gently placed the sweet potato in his mouth and took a small bite. Then, he said in 

surprise, ""Eh, this roasted sweet potato is actually so delicious? Hubby, did you come up with some 

new ingredients? Even roasted sweet potatoes aren't as delicious as this, right?" 

She hadn't eaten roasted sweet potatoes for a long time, but she could still remember the taste. 

As soon as the sweet potato entered his mouth, it had a sweet feeling and an indescribable texture. In 

any case, it was very delicious. 

Moreover, after swallowing this mouthful of sweet potato, there was still a rich fragrance and sweetness 

left in his mouth, which made him reminisce for a long time. 

This was truly unbelievable. 

This made Lin Fen curious. After all, she had not eaten sweet potatoes for a long time. 

Firstly, she had no more balls. Secondly, eating too many sweet potatoes was actually not good for the 

body. Although there was no scientific basis for this statement, it always made people feel a little 

scared, especially during that period when she was also sick. 

seeing her son hand over the sweet potato, she placed little Qin Feng down and took a bite. 

She also found that the sweet potato was very delicious and said in surprise, " it's really delicious. Lin 

Lin, how did you make this? " 

Seeing that his mom and grandma had food to eat, little Qin Feng had an opinion. He had little yang 

climb over and he stood on little Yang's head. He stuck his head out and reached out to Qin Lin 

unhappily."Daddy, I want to eat too. You only love mommy and grandma, not me." 



Qin Lin looked at little Qin Feng in shock. He could only say that this little brat's mother had taken a 

fertility-enhancing factor, so his development was fast. Now, he could even say such nonsense. 

He could only pick up a sweet potato and start processing it. Who asked his son to eat it? 

In contrast to little Qin, little Yang's eyes were squinted in enjoyment. His little master had finally 

climbed onto his body again. 

It had not been this happy for a long time. 

not long after, another plate of sweet potato was ready. Qin Lin immediately gave this plate of sweet 

potato to Qin Feng. 

little Qin Feng took the sweet plum and smelled it. He was intoxicated by its fragrance and then took a 

bite. 

Woof woof woof! 

meow! Wang Cai barked. It stared at the sweet potato in Qin Feng's hand for a while before dropping it 

on the table. It stuck out its tongue and looked at Qin Feng in anticipation. 

Snowy, the Fox, seemed to want to learn, but when she raised her legs, she didn't reach the table. Her 

legs were short. 

at this time, a few squirrels scurried over with red hair in the lead. When they saw the sweet potatoes in 

little Qin Feng's hands, they began to chirp. It was obvious that they all wanted them. 

All of a sudden, these animals came to join in the fun. 

Qin Lin had no choice but to ask Gao yaoyao to make sweet potatoes with him again. 

After a period of time, the sweet potatoes were made and handed to Wang Cai and the rest. 

Wang Cai took a bite and felt the strong fragrance. It started to bark. Apparently, it was enjoying the 

taste. 

Chen dabei snatched a portion from the dog just as it was still hungry. It was a little embarrassing to 

snatch food from a dog, but the dog was enjoying it so much that he could not help it. 

Indeed, he thought that the sweet potatoes were very delicious. 

After that, Qin Lin took the other materials and began to make the potions. 

He had bought more than 20 recipes from the game. 

One by one, he made all these things, which gave Chen dabei, Zhao Moyu, and the others a great time. 

To be honest, even if he went to a milk tea shop, he couldn't eat so many drinks and desserts at once ... 

Now, they had eaten enough at one go. Moreover, every dish was very delicious. They almost watched 

Qin Lin come up with all kinds of dishes. 

Even academician Hao, academician Zhu, and academician PEI finally joined in. At their age, they didn't 

like to eat these things, but boss Qin's food was really delicious, so they couldn't help but eat a lot. 



In the end, even Zhao moyin couldn't help but praise, ""Hubby, how did you come up with the idea of 

making these delicacies? I really don't know how your brain works. You're so good at studying food." 

" director Zhao, " Chen dabei reminded, " Chairman Qin is the publicly acknowledged God of cooking. It's 

a piece of cake for him to make these snacks. 

Zhao Moyu nodded proudly. 

Well, wasn't it normal for her husband to be a master chef? 

After Qin Lin finished preparing more than twenty dishes, he smiled at Gao yaoyao and Zhao mochen. 

so, what do you think of these things? do you have any suggestions? " 

In fact, he already knew the answer, but he still asked. 

"I don't think there's anything on the market that's as good as you," Zhao mochen said immediately. 

Gao yaoyao immediately replied, " sister silent, I don't think so. I like to learn about these things, and I 

know that even if it's very hot, a cup of milk tea that's 30 feet away is still far from the boss's. If these 

drinks are promoted in the scenic Area, they'll definitely be very popular. 

"It'd be a waste to promote these things only in the scenic Area," Qin Lin said with a smile. 

Zhao Moyu had a broad vision now, and he also said, " yes, it's a waste to just mail these ingredients 

over to promote them. Whether it's selling the raw materials or building his own chain store, he can 

start a huge business. But, hubby, who do you plan to let take care of this business? " 

Qin Lin pointed at Gao yaoyao and said without hesitation, ""I'll let yaoyao take responsibility!" 

"Ah ... What?" Gao yaoyao was dumbfounded when she heard the news. 

Chapter 1608 742-Street Lamp Tree (1) 

Gao yaoyao was shocked by her boss's words. 

She knew that if her boss wanted to start a business, he would definitely make it very big. Moreover, 

sister Moxi had also said that whether it was selling raw materials or opening a chain store, with the 

ingredients and formulas that her boss had come up with, she would be able to make a very big 

company. 

Although she had been studying and always wanted to become the person-in-charge of the scenic Area 

like sister LAN Zi, to become a strong woman envied by other women, she really did not think that it 

would be now. 

She still had to study, and she wasn't prepared. 

"Ah what? Are you surprised?" Qin Lin asked with a smile when he saw the girl's surprised expression. 

He was more tolerant of Gao yaoyao and liked her. Naturally, this kind of liking was not a romantic one. 

It was purely because this female employee was likable. 

"Boss, this ..." Gao yaoyao said nervously. Do I have the right?" 
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Before Qin Lin could speak, Zhao moyin spoke first,"Yaoyao, how can you not be qualified? You're the 

first founding member of our Linlin company. Which employee has more experience than you?" 

besides, you've been the service Manager of the manor for so long. Isn't there a saying in the scenic 

Area that if the manor's position is one rank higher, you'll naturally be promoted when you go out. Who 

says you're not qualified? " 

Little Qin Feng joined in the fun and said, ""Qualified ... You are qualified ..." 

"Did you see that? even little Qin Feng said that." "Don't feel any pressure, I'll support you," Zhao mo 

said with a smile. 

Gao yaoyao was very touched to hear this. "Sister mo Xi, thank you!" 

Qin Lin also asked, " yaoyao, it's time for you to think about what to do with these formulas. Do you 

want to sell the ingredients or open a chain store? " 

When Gao yaoyao heard this, she immediately said, " boss, we will definitely open a chain store. 

Moreover, there are benefits to opening a chain store compared to simply selling materials. It can help 

to optimize the configuration of support and also help the enterprise establish a good image. The key is 

that we occupy the market share and provide the raw materials ourselves, so we will not be restrained 

by others. No matter what the situation is, the competitiveness will be stronger, and it can strengthen 

the impression of the brand on the consumers ... 

The more this girl talked, the more energetic she became. The more she talked, the more ideas she had. 

This meant that she had really studied these things seriously. Her previous studies had not been in vain. 

Unfortunately, Qin Lin didn't understand what she was talking about. He knew nothing about 

management. 

So, he could only look at his wife. 

Zhao mochen smiled and nodded. In this aspect, she was much better than her husband. At least she 

had studied seriously in this area. 

Although she spent most of her time taking care of the children now, she was also in charge of the 

finances of the various companies in Linlin. 

She could easily understand what Gao yaoyao was saying. 

hubby, since yaoyao already knows what to do, we have to support her. I'll get Linlin food company to 

allocate 2 billion Yuan to this new company first. We'll see how it goes. You can also ask CEO Deng to 

transfer some people to help sister yaoyao. Zhao mochen added. 

"Okay, I'll contact President Deng later." Qin Lin nodded. 

Gao yaoyao, on the other hand, clenched her fists tightly. It was hard to tell if she was nervous or 

excited. After all, she was under a lot of pressure when she heard that it was two billion. 

Ordinary people wouldn't even dare to think of such a number, but now she had to be responsible for 

such a large sum of money. 



Qin Lin then turned to Gao yaoyao. yaoyao, I'll teach you how to make the ingredients again. You'll have 

to keep them a secret or apply for a patent for them. 

"En!" Gao yaoyao nodded immediately, her entire person becoming more energetic. 

She and Qin Lin were very serious in learning and almost remembered every detail of the preparation of 

the ingredients. 

Qin Lin also went to the office after that. He wrote down the recipe for the ingredients one by one and 

handed it to Gao yaoyao for safekeeping. 

After that, he gave Deng Guang a call. 

"Chairman Qin, do you have any orders?" Deng Guang's figure could be heard immediately. 

As the person-in-charge of Linlin food company, Deng Guang was now a Big Boss in the business circle. 

After all, Linlin food company was the head office of various Qin Lin branch companies. 

It could be said that Deng Guang was the most powerful person in the group. After all, his boss, Qin Lin, 

didn't care about anything. 

If the Linlin company was replaced by the Penguin company, then Deng Guang would be old MA. 

Naturally, Qin Lin didn't manage the company, and Deng Guang only had the most authority in the 

management. Everything else had to go through Zhao moyin. After all, Zhao moyin was in charge of the 

finance department, and many things and decisions in the company could not be done without financial 

support. 

However, Zhao mochen would not care about most of the things and focused on taking care of the child. 

He would only bring his financial team to audit the funds when there were large sums of money. 

Qin Lin went straight to the point. director Deng, I've come up with some new formulas and I'm planning 

to set up another company. I'll need your cooperation and some people to go to the new company. 

"Chairman Qin, where's the person in charge of this company?" Deng Guang asked immediately. 

we thought that the products this time are special, " Qin Lin said immediately. they're all beverages and 

snacks from the milk tea shop. Motian and I are planning to let Gao yaoyao take charge. 

"Oh, it's sister yaoyao." Deng Guang did not find it strange. 

He would go to Linlin Manor from time to time. Even if he had nothing to report, he would also go to 

make tea with Chairman Qin to get to know each other. Naturally, he was very familiar with Gao yaoyao. 

Moreover, this girl was very likable and was an absolute founding member of Linlin's company. 

Chapter 1609 742-Street Lamp Tree 

Therefore, no one would find it strange that Mr. And Mrs. Qin would give Gao yaoyao a chance. In fact, 

he even wondered if the boss had specially made the recipes for milk tea, snacks, and so on for her. 

After all, these products were also very feminine, and most of the customers were women. 
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He didn't waste any time after he hung up the call. He immediately called a Vice president of the 

company and handed over the matter. 

In the next few days, Gao yaoyao handed over the position of Service Manager and started to get busy. 

The preparation of a new company was also the busiest stage. 

Fortunately, Deng Guang had allocated enough manpower to her from the various Linlin Department 

companies. There was a factory director in charge of the production of materials in the factory, and 

there were management at all levels, which helped her share a lot of pressure. 

Moreover, Deng Guang knew that Gao yaoyao was the boss's wife's favorite. The people assigned to 

Gao yaoyao were all capable but not troublemakers. He had also told them not to think that Gao yaoyao 

was a troublemaker just because she was a gentle girl. She had the biggest backer of Linlin company, 

otherwise, no one could protect her. 

Therefore, even if Gao yaoyao was a gentle girl, she had a dignified air in front of these transferred 

managers. They did not dare to disobey her orders. 

Linlin food company headquarters. 

It was also Gao yaoyao's first time here. After the establishment of the company, Deng Guang, the CEO 

of the group, would be her direct supervisor. Naturally, she had to come and report the situation. 

Seeing that Gao yaoyao had arrived, Deng Guang immediately asked about the new company's situation 

before asking, ""Yaoyao, what's your next plan? If you have any difficulties, you can tell the head office 

and I will try my best to help." 

Gao yaoyao took out the proposal and handed it to Deng Guang. CEO Deng, this is the follow-up plan. I 

plan to open a Linlin cool main branch in the scenic Area first. There are already existing buildings in the 

newly developed area of the scenic Area, so we just need to invest a sum of money. 

after that, I'll open the second main store in you city. After these two main stores are opened, I'll expand 

them to the surrounding areas. Naturally, I can start choosing the stores now. Then, I'll start the 

production at the factory ... 

Linlin bingshuang was the name of the new company. It was also decided by Gao yaoyao after a meeting 

with her subordinates. 

It didn't matter if the name was good or not. It was a Democratic name that everyone had come up 

with. As long as the name Linlin was there, it didn't matter what the name was. 

Deng Guang listened to Gao yaoyao's report and kept nodding. He had to admit that this girl had some 

skills. 

Therefore, not long after, the first Linlin cool milk tea shop was opened in the Linlin Scenic Area. This 

milk tea shop was 200 square meters in size and was located at the junction of the old area of the scenic 

Area and the science fiction viewing area. 

Although the sci-fi viewing area was not open yet, many people were paying attention to it because of 

the bull Demon King and the great sage, heaven's equal Transformers. 



Therefore, the opening of this Linlin ice Shuang shop was discovered by many tourists. 

A couple came up to them. 

His girlfriend asked in surprise,"hubby, is there a milk tea shop in the Linlin Scenic Area?" The online 

guide didn't mention it. " 

The boyfriend took out his phone and carefully read a guide on the scenic Area. He nodded and said, ""It 

seems like he really didn't say anything." 

"Since we've met, let's go in and take a look!" His girlfriend said immediately. 

The boyfriend nodded immediately. The two of them entered the Linlin icshuang together and found 

that there were already many tourists inside. Each of them had ordered a lot of food, and the sound of 

praise was constantly heard. 

"This grapefruit is really delicious!" 

"The same goes for the burning immortal herb!" 

"This sweet potato is probably the most delicious thing I've ever eaten." 

".." 

Obviously, they were all praising him. 

With so many +1 attributes, Linlin's cool products were definitely better than those in the outside world. 

Even if some famous companies had a few products that could compare to the Lin Lin icy cool, they 

were definitely far from it overall. 

When the couple heard these praises, they could not help but order a lot of things. 

After the two of them ate, they were also attracted to the food. It was indeed delicious. They had been 

to many milk tea shops in their relationship, but none of them had such delicious drinks and snacks. 

As expected, the products of Linlin company were all exquisite. 

At this moment, everyone's attention was attracted by the TV video in the milk tea shop. 

The video was of Gao yaoyao introducing the Lin Lin's frostiness to the customers, and then thanking 

them for their hospitality. 

Gao yaoyao was an internet celebrity in Linlin Scenic Area and had millions of fans. Naturally, many 

people knew her. 

However, when the camera zoomed out to reveal the office desk and the words " Lin Lin cool "'s general 

manager, Gao yaoyao, " the visitors in Lin Lin cool were all shocked. 

"F * ck, sister yaoyao is a general manager now?" 

"The boss of Linlin's frosty is sister yaoyao?" 

".." 



In a short time, the news of Gao yaoyao and Linlin being intimate spread all over the internet. 

Everyone knew Gao yaoyao. She was a cute and pretty girl. Many men paid attention to her because she 

gave off the feeling of a girl next door. 

But who would have thought that Gao Yao would become the person in charge of a new company in the 

Linlin Department in the blink of an eye? 

Naturally, many girls started to pay attention to Gao yaoyao in a short time. This girl of the same gender 

in her early 20s was already the head of a Linlin company. Many girls were envious of her. 

. 

In the office of the Linlin Manor, Qin Lin left the matter to Gao yaoyao and focused all his attention on 

the game. 

After this upgrade, the land and pasture had new functions. 

It was just that he had not paid attention to it before. 

This time, when he checked again, he was really surprised. 

There was another special piece of land in the farm that could be upgraded, and there were new 

buildings in the ranches. 

Moreover, after the special land had been upgraded, new seeds had also been opened, and several of 

them had special titles. 

Qin Lin looked at the real land in the game screen. On the vast land, the trees were growing healthily. He 

had planted them before, and now the trees were almost mature. 

Moreover, it was a very magical tree. 

Lu Feng even entered the game and told the dwarves not to harvest these trees. 

Soon, night fell. When the sky turned dark, the trees on the ground began to emit a white light. 

This light was different from the fluorescent plants on fairy mountain. 

Fluorescent plants grew through space and emitted fluorescent light. They were very beautiful, very 

magical, and very pleasing to the eye. They also had many attributes that made people feel comfortable. 

Therefore, fairy tale mountain became one of the famous attractions. 

However, at the same time, this thing could only be placed in the scenic Area for viewing. Moreover, 

due to special restrictions, it could only grow on fairy tale mountain and could not grow anywhere else. 

It was not that no one had gone to fairy tale mountain to steal the fluorescent plants in space. They 

probably wanted to crack the code, but unfortunately, no one had ever succeeded. 

But now, these trees were different, because they were called street lamp trees. 

As the name suggested, the street lamp tree was the literal meaning. The introduction of the seed was 

that it was a tree that could act as a street lamp. 



These trees could replace the roads that were connected to the top and illuminate the entire Street. 

Qin Lin saw that the streetlight tree had matured, so he went to the internal work area, locked the door, 

and entered the game with a thought. 

As soon as he entered the game, he saw the area that was illuminated as if it was daytime. 

He walked over immediately and touched one of the streetlight trees. He saw the message: 

[ street lamp tree: special! ] 

[ this is a special type of tree that has mutated after being affected by the special area of Mount 

goddesses. It can absorb the light of the sun and the moon at all times, store the mutation in its cells, 

and then emit incandescent light. It can completely replace the use of street lamps. Special 

effect:Brightness +2, light clarity +2, mind-refreshing +2, clarity on rainy days +2, clarity on foggy days 

+2! ] 

Chapter 1610 743-Brainwashing! The Street Lights Aren't On!_1 

 [ street lamp tree: special! ] 

[ this is a special type of tree that has mutated after being affected by the special area of Mount 

goddesses. It can absorb the light of the sun and the moon at all times, store the mutation in its cells, 

and then emit incandescent light. It can completely replace the use of street lamps. Special effect:Light 

+2, light clarity +2, rainy clarity +2, foggy clarity +2, soft light +2, growth speed +2! ] Qin Lin looked at the 

note of the street lamp tree and immediately imagined a scene. 

There were no longer any street lights on the street. In their place were beautiful street lamp trees. 

Brightness +2, light clarity +2, these were the attributes of a street lamp. 

Moreover, the light in front of him was enough to be used as a street lamp. In many places, the street 

lamps couldn't even be so bright. 

As for the +2 in clarity on rainy days and foggy days, those were even more powerful attributes. 

Even the light from street lamps would be affected in rainy and foggy days. However, this street lamp 

tree was able to increase the clarity by 2 points in such weather, which was definitely better than street 

lamps. 

The most important point was that the light from the streetlight tree was bright enough, but it had A +2 

attribute, so it would not affect the drivers who were walking and driving on the road at all. 

It could be said that this street lamp tree was simply perfect. 

Most importantly, the streetlight tree was not restricted by the environment, and it also had the 

attribute of growth speed +2. This could definitely be promoted quickly across the country. 

Of course, there was also a disadvantage. When this thing was promoted, it would be easy for foreign 

countries to steal it. After all, there were no restrictions. If it was promoted on a large scale, they could 

do it anywhere. 
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However, thinking about it, even if someone else got their hands on such a technology, so what? they 

could just treat it as a benefit to all mankind. 

At that time, everyone who saw the street lamp tree would also think of him and say his name, right? 

On the other hand, his reputation could be remembered by people all over the world, which was also 

beneficial. 

It was just like how everyone would think of Einstein when they saw electric lights. There were times 

when it was beneficial to have the whole world remember him, right? 

Thinking of this, Qin Lin was relieved and immediately ordered the dwarves to harvest these street lamp 

trees. 

It didn't take long for the trees to be harvested, and the dwarves sent them to the yard where they 

stored the plants. 

However, it was a problem how to bring this street lamp tree out of the game. 

After thinking for a while, Qin Lin had an idea. He logged out of the game and returned to his office in 

the inner area. He went straight to the rooftop of the manor. 

He had locked the iron door to the rooftop because he often had to take things out of the utility room 

up there. This would prevent people from coming up and also allow him to move more easily to avoid 

being exposed. 

He entered the storage room and entered the game with a thought. He reappeared in the courtyard. 

However, after the tree was harvested, its roots were wrapped with soil and plastic film, so it could not 

be taken out of the game directly. Therefore, he could only leave the ranch and buy a lot of large plant 

transplant pots in ore town. 

After the pots were brought to the farm, he went into the villa and took out the tools to transplant the 

streetlamp trees. 

Although the leaves of the streetlamp branch were not wide, they were very tall. They were thin and tall 

plants, so they were very heavy. Fortunately, Qin Lin had eaten two fruits of the tree of strength, so he 

could easily carry them and transplant them into the pot. 

After that, Qin Lin tried to exit the game with a street lamp tree in his arms and appeared in the utility 

room. 

Even though the storage room was very high, he had specially modified it so that the tree's top reached 

the ceiling. Moreover, even if the tree was carried out of the storage room horizontally, it would still 

need to be trimmed. 

Qin Lin made a comparison and roughly knew what to do, so he entered the game again with the 

streetlight trees. 

Then, he left the ranch and went to ore town to buy large cutting tools. 



After the game world had been upgraded to a real world, Qin Lin entered it, and it was no different from 

the real world, so he could buy a lot of things. 

The only thing he didn't know was when the factory section of the new story would be released. 

The factory section was a new playstyle added to the new version of the story of ranches. It was a little 

similar to Penguin farm, which could be used as a reference. 

Penguin farm could produce whatever it grew in the factory and increase the price of the items, while 

the factory in the story of the farm could produce all kinds of high-tech products, from small gear and 

mechanical designs to big science-fiction items. 

After all, the characters in the game had leveled up so many times. According to the internet, the factory 

section should have been opened a long time ago. 

However, his factory section was always dark and did not show any signs of opening. 

After that, Qin Lin trimmed the street lamp trees that were transplanted into the pots and then logged 

out of the game. 

It wasn't suitable to take out so many trees in the game in broad daylight. What if someone on the 

mountain was looking here with binoculars? wouldn't that be a trap? He would always be suspected. 

It was better to wait until night time and be more secretive. Then, the next morning, he would ask Yu 

Shui to bring people down the tree, and no one would know. 

"Honey, what did you do? I couldn't get through to his phone." Zhao mochen asked with a frown when 

he saw Qin Lin return. 

 


